A REVOLUTIONARY
EXPEDITION FOR A
UNIQUE JOURNEY
BULGARIA
1 ON 1
BY CAR

DISCOVER BULGARIA LIKE NEVER
BEFORE WITH OUR NEWEST PRODUCT

WE HAVE SO MUCH TO OFFER ...

AvatarTour is pleased to introduce
you to our new revolutionary product.

Besides beaches, Bulgaria also means
mountains, forests, tradition and
culture.

A concept, that offers you the best
of two worlds where you can create
your own personalised excursion or
choose from recommended routes.

Learn new things, try new things and
form new relationships, know about out
Bulgaria’s traditions and customs.
Visit some of the 40 000 registered
historical monuments, 136 nature
reserves of which 10 are listed as
UNESCO heritage.

We offer you two solutions: to travel
in the comfort of your own car or to
provide you with one of our luxury
vehicles.

With our unique audio guide, and
pre-bookings you will be granted
access to these unique places, the
best restaurants, leisure and outdoor
adventures; all inclusive: kilometrage,
maps, GPS coordinates, vouchers and
tickets... and much more!

All in the intimacy with your own
relatives on a unique journey
exploring the magnificent land of
Bulgaria!

Why choosing our Bulgaria 1 on 1 by Car programs?

WHAT DO YOU GET:
PRE-BOOKED VOUCHERS

AUDIO GUIDE AND MAP

ORGANISED ROUTE

Hassle-free adventure! We plan and book everything for you. All
that is left is to take your car and go into an incredible journey at
You will be guided to the most beautiful places by precise coordinates.
Follow up our digital map, listen to our audio guide and read when and
how often you want. You craft your own journey and we simply help on
Join our Fly-Through to see how your sensational day will look like. We
take you by the hand via a clear instructions.For all your questions along
the way, our dedicated team is 24/7 at your disposal.

OUR TOP SELLING TRIPS
DISCOVER THE OTHER BULGARIA
Enjoy a unique journey through the mountains of
Zheravna and dive deep in the culture of this well
preserved ancient village. On the way stop by the
picturesque sight of ‘Sinite Kamani’ national park
for stunning views and the open market at Sliven
for some fresh local specialities, herbs, vegetables
and souvenirs to take back home.

S OZO P O L A N D T H E R O P OTA M O R I V E R
Explore the ancient and leisure city of Sozopol a placewhere authenticity and modernity blend
together. On your way pass by the Ropotamo river
for a romantic boat trip. And last but not least,
enjoy a delicious meal right next to the beach.
What a wonderful way to spend your day!

PLOVDIV AND BACHKOVO MONASTERY
Visit the magnificent city of Plovdiv, also referred
to as the European Capital of Culture for 2019. The
old town is well preserved with influences of the
Roman and Persian Empire, a wonderful place for
a walk in the past. During your trip you will visit the
Asen’s Fortressand Bachkovo Monastery - breathtaking sights with shocking stories for generations
ahead!

... AND IF THAT IS NOT
ENOUGH
You can choose from BG’s top
locations, but also our experienced team has mixed that with
a number of unique gems that
are still unexplored and where
you feel unique. Do not worry,
we will not keep them for ourselves and we will share them
with you on your next trip!
Besides the main selection we
offer a number of a multitude
optional sights to make your
day truly unforgettable!
Would you like to see more no problem! We have on offer
enough choices of day trips. We
also offer multi-day programs
for which we have booked first
class hotels for you. Or we can
create a custom designed trip
specifically for your
interests.

DISCOVER THE SOUTH COAST OF BULGARIA
Hit the road (literally!) to the warmest and sunniest
spots on the Black Sea Coast. The Thracian sanctuary of Begliktash will energize your spirit while you
continue towards the small town of Tsarevo for a
casual walk after a delicious lunch. The last stop of
your trip will be the village of Rezovo where the borders of Bulgaria meets Turkey. Do not swim across
unless your passport is waterproof!

DISCOVER THE NORTH COAST OF BULGARIA
In contrast to the South, the North Coast of Bulgaria
is more artistic and colorful. The Botanical Garden
is referred to as ‘a piece of heaven’ by locals as it
flourishes during warm monts as a colorful palette of
joy and happiness. The Mussel Farm is a another attraction listed on the trip for more than an authentic
experience. Last but not least, you will visit the Cape
Kaliakra where dolphis and cormorants can be seen
swimming freely.

After you have made your choice,
you will have access to all
relevant richly illustrated
visual and audio information at
your disposal - just a click away
from your smartphone or digital
device!Already you have received
your entry tickets and vouchers.
If you don’t have your own transportation, your arranged carwill
be waiting for you at your hotel in
the morning. Just leave it at the
hotel by the end of your unforgettable adventure!

